
As already noticed, in the Assize Rolls it was the practice
from the first not to give particulars of the special Commission
or, as we have called it after 1273, the particular Commission.
The exception is during the redevelopment of the special

Commission as a luxury. When proceedings under such Commissions
were entered in the Circuit Assize Rolls of Edward I and

Edward II, because one of the special commissioners was a circuit

commissioner, the Commission was often transcribed or summarized;
sometimes the original was attached to the enrolment. But the
practice soon developed of keeping separate the record, or enrolment,

and process, or file, of these special Assize Commission
proceedings; and of entering in the record a transcript of the
Commission, whose original was filed in the process. Only a few
of these separate special Assize Commission records and processes
survive from the reigns of Edward I, Edward III and Richard III;
there are a fair number from Edward II and Henry IV to Henry VI.
For some fifty years after the introduction of the Circuit Assize
Commission it is uncommon to find any copy even summarized in the
Assize Rolls. The model here may have been the eyre rolls, in
which, for most the eyrefs existence, the eyre commission was

never enrolled. Enrolment of the Circuit Assize Commissions in
the Assize Rolls does not seem to have become common until the

1320s, nor universl until the late 1330s. Thenceforward these

Commissions, and any subsidiary instruments, were enrolled with

some elaboration. This practice continued down to the last surviving

roll, for the Midland Circuit 1461-1482: when, since litigation

by possessory assizes was obsolescent, the transcripts of

these instruments is almost the only matter in the roll.

Only a small minority of the special assize files survive,
from between 1292 and 1458. As already noticed, they are normally

found as the process, sewn up with the record. They
usually contain the special Assize Commission and the subsidiary
instruments: 'si non omnes1, original writ, precept for summoning

the sessions, and any subsequent documents. The earliest

assize commissioners' file is, as already noticed, a reconstitu-

tion of the remains of one or more files of Roger de Thurkleby,
covering only a small part of his business between 1351 and 1257;
it includes four special Assize Commissions. But the substantially

intact part of Henry de Bratton's file for 1262 has no

Commissions. For the f i^ns from Edward I to Richard II
there are remains, at ^ rough estimate, of some 120 files.

Onlya few of these are int/j-'t-. or nearly :•.:.; many cannot be
examined because of brokun filing thon/^:. ; others are no more

than separated batches of documents, or miscellanea of loose
items. Losses apart, therK * :1"" ^* — n *i— 'Mrnuit Ar.r,ize
Commissions and subsidiary nu.'illy, the

l,et,t,err, of Ar.r.no i at i on which, though onr> "'>m t,h- l:\'10s ill
the Ar.r,i /,<• HoMr,, may have been returned ju;-.i, ie<- (:-,) to
whom they were addressed, instead of being retained f<>r filing
by the cireuit Hr>rks. The routine particular Assize Commissions
survive in pr<

.-i
( number in all these files. Onlya few Circuit

Assize files survive from the reigns of Henry IV- Henry VI.


